From the Boundary Rope
144th EDITION

CLUB CAPTAIN’S WEEKEND ROUND UP
1ST Team vs Green Point: All to do on the second day but I believe we are in with a great shout ,
GP 70 ahead with 7 second innings wickets in hand , we are fighting hard and any chase is
achievable and will be very interesting .
2nd Team vs Pinelands: We are in total control, great performances from A. Green , D.Brandt and
C.Freeman , we are pushing for our first win here , great effort guys.
Res F: vs Durbanville: A great win for MCC in this top of the table clash sees us top the top of the
log , brilliant effort ,well done guys keep going …………..potential league winners?
3A XI vs St Aug : Another great win , moving up the log steadily .
3B vs Victoria “B” : Another win leaves MCC top of the log , excellent effort lads
………….potential league winners ?
3D Blue : Bye
3D Green vs Mitchell Plain “B” : Great win guys , chasing down 145 …….another 10 points
towards mid table safety .
Ladies XI vs Primrose: Finally get a game and straight back to winning ways!

To view the Senior Section stats please visit our club website:
www.milnertoncricketclub.co.za

RED BALL TRADED IN FOR TINY WHITE BALL AND A DAY OF FUN IN THE SUN

A fantastic MCC Family Fun and Golf Day was held at Stag HQ this past weekend.
The event was extremely well supported by our members with the exception of the 3A
side. Having been at a Club where they were the only team supporting the a golf day
they are now part of a Club where they are only team that did not support the golf
day……………maybe after the fines session on Saturday the reminder about the golf
day was erased? Don’t worry lads you can redeem yourselves by making sure you sell
all the raffle tickets allocated to the span.
The event was fantastically well run and organized and there is a long list of Stag guys
and girls that must be thanked:
 Facilities subcommittee – Leon, Tony, Slimz for putting in the long (early morning) hours
to prepare a fantastic course. Special thanks also to Sue Akerman for arranging the
much needed shade under the gazebos with assistance from Innocent to put them up.
 Admin Subcommittee – Gary, Bianca & Craig who organised everything from goodie
bags, prizes, raffle books, score cards and registration table. Special thanks to Bruce
who rode around in his bakkie afterwards to pack everything away.
 Cindy and Ronell for organising the jumping castles that we enjoyed by both small kids
and BIG kids (Sias, Zarin, Justin, Dewald).

 Robyn, Kylie & Tayla who provided the much welcome refreshments at the watering
holes.
 Jack Kieswetter for doing “umpiring” duties at 1st hole.
 Brett and Renick for setting up and running the “hole of the day”. The HiSense/CSV
Construction hole brought in R2800!
 Craig Naicker and JJ for prizes and fundraising at Res F hole which brought in an
additional R400.
 Debbie and Bianca for keeping the beverages fridge stocked and everyone hydrated
throughout the day.
 Cameraman Rick Taylor who followed the action around the course.
 Hull City for giving the desperate Man U supporters something to cheer about……..
Thanks to all the generous prize donations which meant that everyone who stayed for
prize giving walked away with a prize. Special mention for the following Golf Prize
winners:
 On the green from 1st Tee- Richard Holman and Matt Lloyd
 Lowest score (30) – Neil Perich & Byron Hickman
 Best dressed golfers- Sinclair Taylor & Byron Hickman
A great day was enjoyed by all and thanks once again for the fantastic support which
brought in close to R10 000 which will be used for the improvement of our Clubhouse
and Facilities.
1 ‘C’ Day One - MCC 1st XI vs Green Point CC played away
GREAT DAY POISED FOR DAY TWO – WHO WANTS IT?

Millies made the trip through to the GP Oval, a venue we lost the league at in 2009/10
season for those that remember the thrashing we were served up. Stalwart, GP skipper,
Donovan Henry will surely remember the last challenge, but new season, new team
and new day has dawned upon us, what lies ahead………!
Started with Heads the call and Skip Karsten asked GP to have first use of a well
prepped pitch, looked fair to bat and bowler. BUT, only problem, Milnerton had arrived
with 3rd Division balls, not talking abilities here, talking actual BALLS…………!
Thanks Donovan for loaning The Stag a ball, he mentioned to the umpires that it is the
one they “vaselined” overnight. Roach back in the opening line up and started with 6
dots.
Milne absent, Van Harte took his end.
Roach gets Hendrikse playing on in the 7th over and GP 11/1. Brown and Raa were
building a healthy partnership, with Brown getting on top of Roach in his 9th and spoiling
the openers figures with 10 off the over. Skipper asks Roachie to rest and brings on
Mills, nursing a sanitary injury of the groin…………! A maiden first up and an outside
edge in his second over, sending Raa back to the pavilion for 18.

Another partnership was about to begin with newly elected Chairman coming to the
wicket with his team 50/2 after 21 overs. Brown / Jeffreys taking the score onto 84, but
with the introduction of spin getting caught with the Googly gloving a simple catch to Du
Toit at slip.
GP 84/3 in the 35th over.
Petersen getting Brown in his next over caught Van Harte for a well played 47. GP 92/4.
With 23 overs left in the innings, a score of 160 plus was on, but Millies with Van Harte
and Petersen closing in on the batters, GP ended on 136 for 8 at the close of 60 overs,
with Petersen claiming 4/20 off 13 overs – any Leggie will take these figures. Van Harte
held his end well finishing 26 overs with 2/48.
Van Harte and Karsten to start the Millies innings and Peters / Henry hit the straps early
and made life hard up front. Van Harte having his Off stump knocked back after only 12
balls at the crease for an unusual “duck” – happens to the best!
What has been our strength this season was our downfall today – batting and many
were present 3 years back, was it psychological memories of that disastrous day???
Milnerton dismissed for 91, but not before a tail end partnership between Roach and
Bezuidenhout (25), with the latter ending on 20 not out, 2 runs short of the teams top
scorer.
17 minimum overs left in the day and Millies looking for small bags.
Raa dropped at slip eluded Millies finishing with 4 sticks at close, but 32 for 3, effectively
77 for 3.
An interesting second day awaits……..
Player of the day de-capping Bezuidenhout, Mr Yasseen Petersen!
REPORT COMPILED BY: CRAIG PHILLIPS

(Guys, if ever there was one we want and NEED to win, it is this one! We need
everyone to arrive in their own bubble and to perform to exceed their best as I
can tell you Stalwart Henry won’t allow his troops to falter. Skipper Ryan, we
need all to be watching and assisting – I know you guys can wrap the GP and
place the gift under the Xmas tree. Thanks to the support too many to name, but
a GPCC member commented what fantastic support you guys get – TO ALL
MEMBERS – WE NEED ALL THE SUPPORT IN THE FIRST SESSION NEXT
SATURDAY, every wicket needs to be cheered!)
RES ‘B’ – Day One - MCC 2nd XI vs Pinelands CC played away
BOTTOM OF THE TABLE CLASH

On this bright sunny day we see bottom of the log teams do battle. I suppose that’s the
way it goes but the MCC 2nds have been a bit unlucky this season, having lost the 1st
game by 1 run, draw in the second game and mother nature interfering with the last
fixture ( which we could’ve easily won ). We are desperate for a win, just to get off the
bottom of the table and get some momentum going. We knew Pinelands would be a
game that was a must win.
So our slightly changed team headed off to pinelands only to find none other than
Gareth Swardt busy rolling the pinelands pitch. We did our usual warm up drills and
then the toss which was lost. Due to Pinelands only having 7 players at the ground on
time, and missing all their bowlers, they decided to have a bat. Exactly what MCC
wanted anyway.
Young gun, Darren Brandt starting proceedings from the clubhouse end and Kaiser
from the B field end. Daz bowled with some gas but was slightly wayward in his 1st 2
overs but soon found his radar. Kaiser as usual was swinging the ball like a boomerang
and soon bowled their opener in his second over, breaking the bail. Daz, not to be
outdone, clean bowled their no 3 in his next. A few more overs passed and Daz then
bowled their no 4 who only had 1 shot. A slog across the line but without connection.
Daz’s following over saw the back of the other opener thanks to a brilliant diving catch
from our veteran Leon Baird, Rolling back the years, he dived at full stretch at
backward point and snatched a 2 hander out of thin air. Great Great catch Sir.
Pinelands in trouble at 43/4 after 13 overs.
A change from Kaisers side, saw Kean Hayes into the attack. Kean had a few chances
go down off his bowling but stuck to his guns to pick up 2 for 25 in his 9 overs. Daz kept
on picking up wickets and finished with 5 for 32 in 12 on the trot. Great spell young
man. Jason Maritz came on for 3 overs and took 2 for 2 to wrap things up. Pinelands
all out for a paltry 84 runs.
A change in the initial batting line up, we sent in Gareth Swardt and Chris Biltong
Freeman. Gareth anchored the innings start and Chris played his natural game. When
Chris departed in the 12 over, Pinelands were overjoyed. Their celebrations were like
they won the world cup. The score on 72 when Chris left, His personal score on 60
from 35 balls. Chris smashed 9 X 4’s and 2 X 6’s including a gorgeous coverdrive 6
from the opening bowler in only his second over. Silver fox then joined Gareth for 30
minutes until Gareth departed. Wes came in, smashed a few and then was given out in
the most extraordinary fashion. The umpire couldn’t even tell him what he was given
out for???
Leon came in with just enough time to run Chris Silver out for a good looking 30. Leon
also departed soon after, Brett got a roughie and Jason got a leading edge. After a
good start, we were in trouble at 151/7 with still 23 overs to go.
Ashley Green and Kaiser Mtiya decided to wag and put together an 83 run partnership
in quick time for the 8th wicket. Kaiser out for 30 including 3 X 6’s and Essley was the
last to fall for an extremely good 73 runs from 45 balls, which included 6 X 6’s. He also

batted with a runner since he tore his hammy during the fielding session. Great innings
Ash. MCC all out for 257 in 53 overs.
Pinelands still with 2 hours to bat, came out and tried to put some runs on the board,
which they succeeded for the most part but being 174 runs behind at the start, they are
still 42 runs behind with 6 second innings wickets in hand.
Let’s go work hard on Saturday gents and bring those points home. Potential 25,175
points to bring home. 10,175 points already secured.
Thank you Mr Silver for scoring for us once again.
REPORT COMPILED BY: BRETT PAPAYANNI

RES ‘F’ - MCC 3rd XI vs CC played at Home
TOP OF THE TABLE CLASH

Durbanville 3rds have been unbeaten in the ResF league for 4 straight years, and
have earned the right to be their confident selves,that we have now become
accustomed to. Furthermore their personal run against Milies in this league was a
further 6 years of winless cricket for us. Leon Russie reminding us of his then one
day final win against the ville 6 years ago.
Ok history aside, Millies 3rds were confident of their ability to dethrone the ResF
giants. Going into the match both teams sitting top of the league with the ville with a
superior net run rate. We were all down early to ensure the day ran smoothly, this in
contrast to the ville who only had two players down come the toss... Skipper JJ
Rebello claiming the toss asking them to bat. Opening the bowling Tyler"21st"Hayes
and Pete "the hammer" Hilman. Against both opening batsman who have recently
played 1A cricket for durbanville lines and length were essential. Bowl to your field
and you will be rewarded by fielders in catching positions rather than "insurance"
fielders for bad balls. Pete showing his class in his 2nd over getting their opener to
edge off on the drive caught by keeper mark. Hayes bowling from the opposite end
was hitting an unplayable length which was frustrating the ville. Eventually the
batsman decided to disrupt his length using his feet dispatching him for a 4 and then
a 6. All along JJ and Slims keeping Hayes focused telling him not to worry, his
forcing the batsman to manufacture and this will play into our hands, or rather those
of "the big show" Renick at 1st slip who took a decent catch off a great effort ball by
Hayes. Danger man out for an aggressive 27 which could easily of hurt us if he got
away.
Enter Jaco also known by the 3rds as "Jacoville CC " those of you who know him
know that he should still be playing 1A cricket. Jaco's in some form, his two previous
innings of 151* vs wpcc and last week 130 odd... Pete knew Jaco and also knew our
plan for him ( let's not go into detail as other clubs apparently read the rope) Pete
having got him last season set his sights on taking him once again. Pete knocking
him over for a mere 8 bowled through a quality slower ball. Milies knowing now to
put the foot down had the ville in trouble at 40 for 3. Pete and Hayes bowling
through finishing with figures of 4 for 35 after 9 and 3 for 34 after 9 respectively.
Durbanville captain then decides to tell us that they only have 9 batsman. Wiaan

and Rob came on to close the innings with Wiaan picking up the last wicket of the
slogger who managed to give a bit of respect if any to their total. Durbanville all out
for 87. Superb bowling with excellent fielding ensured we weren't going to chase a
150 odd target.
Opening the batting for Milies was JJ and Hilton. Durbanville recruited another
fielder bringing them to 10 players.The plan was to ensure that Durbanville don't
gather any momentum with early sticks while rotating the strike. JJ and Hilton being
very selective took Millies to 40 for no loss before JJ inside edged one to the keeper
out for 17. Soon after that Hilton too lost his wicket out for a disciplined 22. Slims in
to join Mark, however slims soon was back in the change room too, not troubling the
scorers. In comes Shaun. Shaun miss judging a single was run out through a direct
hit also no troubling the scorers. Millies now 45 for 4 could be possibly be throwing
away this opportunity???
Of course not!!! Renick next in to join Mark, mark giving Renick the strike and big
Ren doing what comes naturally to him, Finishing!!! Ren hitting four 4's and one 6 to
leave durbanville licking their wounds, their 4year unbeaten run in the league
destroyed on OUR A TRACK!
Ren finishing on 27 not out with mark 15 not out.
Guys enjoy this win and the feeling, we prepared and executed our game to
absolute perfection. However come Tuesday the desire and dedication must still be
there, teams now have an extra motivation to beat the stag, we top of the league but
only we can ensure we stay there.
REPORT COMPILED BY: JJ REBELLO

(JJ and team, I trust you enjoyed the cold ones, excellent result and keep the
momentum going into Xmas)

3 ‘B’ – 4th’s - MCC XI vs Victoria ‘B’ played at MCc ‘B’
MILLIES MAKE HARD WORK OF COLLECTING 10

Saturday finds us at home on the B against bottom of the log Victoria B.
I lose the toss and I am asked to bowl. (Did he not look at the wicket; did he not
check wind guru?)
Matt Lloyd who with his full face of hair and 70’s porn star shorts is starting to
resemble Ringo Starr from the Beatles.(for the younger ones the Beatles were an
English band from Liverpool ( YNWA ) who changed the face of music). However
sorry Matty is given the new ball for his first time in his short cricket career and
bowls a peach first one up nicked to first slip and our catching woes continue. Matty
continues to bowl well without any luck as our fielding and catching was very poor;
we missed run outs, dropped catches and we were half asleep in the field. Victor
replaces Matt and bags his first in his second over caught behind by Ricky Taylor.

Victor and Rick combine well together to bag another two. 3 catches for Ricky and 3
sticks for Victor. Vlam replaced Dwayne and bowled well with Victor to drop the run
rate. I replace Vlam and bag 3 wickets with Gavin Armstrong taken his first wicket
for the 4ths in first game. We bowled them out for 96 in the 33rd over as they are 1
player short.
I know they do not have enough however I feel we gave them 30 too many.
Right so 97 off 210 balls should be a doddle right?
Should be……..! A very impatient start and we find ourselves 50 for 4 after 18.
65 for 5 after 23 so ok it’s gonna be close I join. Billy Peyper and we add 16 before
Billy (run forest run) runs himself out. Matt joins me with 15 needed and shows
patience to bat with me to the end. Matt finishes the game with a single and finishes
3 not out and I finish 21 not out.
Soapbox moment:
I know that it seems very harsh to be concerned about our performance to date as
we remain unbeaten, however we have not performed to our potential and if we
want to remain unbeaten we need to really #STEPUP. Our fielding remains poor,
our bowling is too straight and short at times and our catching is woeful, our batting
too impatient. If we want to beat the quality sides we must be clinical and ruthless.
#LETTHEMFEARUS
As with all team sport individuals contribute
Batting: Michael Gillespie 23
Neil Perich 21 not out
Bowling Victor Geldenhuys 3 for 11 off 7
Neil Perich 3 for 19 off 6.4
Fielding Ricky Taylor 3 catches
Thanx to JJ and the 3rds who came and supported us at the end.
REPORT COMPILED BY: NEIL PERICH

(Well done Guys on the win, I would love nothing more to come and do some
Nazi field sessions – missing them!! Unfortunately this time of the year in the
new corporate it is no free time!)
3 ‘D’ MCC BLUE XI - BYE

3 ‘D’ GREEN vs CC played away
ALMOST HAVING TO PUT THE CORK BACK INTO THE CHAMPAGNE BOTTLE.

So on Friday we receive a message from the club skip telling us to get our overalls,
bakkies and wheel barrows ready to clear the field at wood bridge. Luckily Lazy Rob
Rogers thought that was going to be way to much work on a Saturday morning and

very kindly asked Wray to give Edgemead a call to assist us with a field. They gladly
gave us permission to play on their C field. Finally a game on a turf track for the sixes.
Apparently after selections a message went out saying that Uncle Vern had selected a
very SPECIAL team for this weekend so Byron Hickman, JP Rousseau and Juan Mirfin
couldn’t resist in coming down for the day to see just how SPECIAL we were. Byron
Hickman being at the right place at the right time got a last minute call up to play his
debut for Vern’s “SPECIAL” kids in the 3D Dream team.
Everybody eventually found their way to Edgemead, where Uncle Vern gave the coin
one too many revolutions and the Mitchells Plain skip stuck themselves into bat. Before
walking out to go field Uncle Vern named Rob Rogers his ENFORCER (vice-captain),
his role to ensure that only Vern and himself make decisions on the field.
Gerhard Meyer and Devon got our bowling attack under way. The two gents learnt very
quickly that anything short on this deck was going to travel and it did. Mitchell’s got off to
a bit of a flyer.
Devon into the wind wasn’t a great idea and quick change saw Stephan Van Wyk get
thrown the ball. We don’t know if it was his red bloodshot eyes or dodgy moustache but
straight away he got the batsmen’s respect and bowled beautifully despite the “work
Christmas Party” Hangover he was suffering from. Byron Hickman took over from
Gerhard Meyer and we were able to stop the steady flow of runs. Pressure Creates
chances and Byron and Stephan got a wicket a piece. Byron was unlucky not to get a
few more sticks with no batsmen looking comfortable.
Next two bowlers were Inzi and Kevin Kruger. Inzi struggled into the wind at first but
managed to bring it back nicely, picking up 2 crucial wickets, one saw Bruce Gillespie
taking a great catch on the boundary at long off. He still had time to take off his cap and
place it neatly on the floor before pouching it. Bruce you cost me money. Kevin Kruger
was on song and did a great job and got us two wickets with great deliveries both
beating the batsmen and bowling them out.
We now had Mitchells 8 down for 145 off 31. With both regular spinners Inzi and
Stephan bowled out the ENFORCER had to look to himself to turn the arm over in the
slog overs. It looked like it might go pear shaped from ball one when Inzi and Devon
decided that it was time to give each other a hug at point rather than catch the chance
on offer. With an over throw to go with the dropped chance Rob Rogers was cursing
and turning as red as Van Dyks eyes, but it took Rob just two balls to get another
chance which saw Gert Berdenhorst catch the edge and stump the batsmen in great
style. Robert’s first wicket for the season. The Mitchell’s plains number 11 went for a
slog and saw his stumps up routed with a full and turning one giving Rob Rogers 2-2 off
four balls and on a hatrick next week. As he now has a say in the bowling line up smart
money is on him bowling to the number eleven to get the three in a row.
Well done lads on pulling it back like we did, it shows great character. Last week we
struggled to get 2 wickets this week we bowled a team out in 31 overs! GET IN THERE!

Time to Bat. Upfront for the sake of consistency Rob Rogers with a new partner in
Stephan Van Dyk. Robert once heard Pommy Mbangwe say that a left and right hander
should always open together and went for that option even if by now the lefty’s
babbalas had him feeling very feeble.
Rob Seton-Rogers played around a straight one and lost his middle stump for a duck.
Long walk back to the side line. TFC…
In walks Byron Hickman basically to open with Stephan as only three balls have been
bowled. Stephan also decided it was a good time to call for drinks. This one of about 7
occasions a team mate had to run on and bring him water. The opposition skipper at
one stage asked Inzi “instead of water can we get a breathalyser out here”.
As hung over as he was Stephan and Bryon both knuckled down from the start and
looked at home and at ease with whatever bowling they received. Stephan rotated the
ball with ease and Bryon Stroked it. (The left right hand combination never allowing their
bowlers to settle) Byron reached his fifty before drinks with a massive six over the side
screen. Milnerton was sitting pretty at 96-1 after 17. Back after drinks and Byron and
Stephan carried on playing well until Byron miss hit one down deep covers throat and
was on his way for a very impressive and well played 68 including 5 sixes. First fifty for
Milnerton. Well played lad.
113-2 in walks Gert Bardenhorst on a high, reminding everybody three times that he
had yet another bye-less game as a wicket keeper, congrats on that Gert a decent
keeper makes the fielding teams life so much easier.
Back to the batting Gert and Stephan get back to work and take our score all the way to
a 142-2; Stephan who had now had 7 litres of water in one hour clearly needed the loo.
So the boy decides to try run himself out but fails and runs out a very grumpy Gert
Bardenhorst for twelve thousand and twenty two career runs (12022) for those that
weren’t there or heard Gert had scored exactly twelve thousand runs in all form of
cricket before this innings. This excluded his 3 years of playing Bakers Mini Cricket as a
lighty. He also informed us although not official his current average for 40 years of 1A
garden cricket is exactly at 46.753 this being calculated by removing the six and out rule
and all the one hand one bounce dismissals. Well played Gert solid 22 with 2 sixes.
In walks Uncle Vern’s pinch hitter, Gerhard “PINCH me now I must be dreaming” Meyer
at five. A Few wild swings and he is also back in the hut for a duck.
Now started the dreaded Milnerton 6ths collapse sequence……
Stephan who was not yet done with trying to run himself out decided to try again and
ran out another one of the few batsmen we had left Devon for 1. In walks Bruce
Gillespie at 7, three “sweep” shots later against a spinner and Bruce gets us a much
needed 2 runs. Unfortunately he gets caught at short fine leg trying to pull a long hop
two balls after. Gone For 2. Time for Shiraz/Inzi our hero from last week, we only need
2 runs now and our boys are making this difficult, but with Shiraz and Stephan at the
wicket. My money is still on us.
Stephan has now seen Robert go, Byron go, Gert go, Gerhard go, Devon go and Bruce
go, decides that he misses them and proceeds to have a huge hack at the spinner and

gets himself out caught square leg. He was finally able to go relieve some of that water
retention… Well played bud top 39. You held it together … But next time please finish it.
Next lady up to show off his metal is the skip Uncle Vern. Cool and Calm. So chilled at
the situation that he decides to go have a bat in his sunglasses.
Shiraz on the other hand is feeling the pressure and tries to punch one only to be
caught at cover for a duck…..
Yep you have read correctly Milnerton lost 6 wickets for 4 runs… I’m doing a Darth
Vader at square leg umpire by this time.
In walks Uncle Glen Ackerberg, I regain gain my poise and slide in to try give him some
advice and get back something like this “Rob this is not my first time at the rodeo young
man, I’ve been here done it and got the tee shirt”. Respect.
Now with the average age of the two batsmen at the crease being 60 in the shade, 2
pace makers on full power, only Kevin Kruger in the bank I think to myself we are up a
certain creek without a paddle. Uncle Vern on the other hand has different ideas out
there still as cool as a cucumber, still in his sunglasses gives no respect to a delivery
angled down the leg and plays it one handed out to deep mid-on for a much needed
two runs and the win.
That was the hardest 6 runs I’ve ever seen a team get. But we got them!! A Win by two
wickets.
In the end only results matter, chalk up another win and ten points for the 3D green
team who is currently soaring above the Blue team on the league table.
Well played boys, the spirit in the team is growing we can only work on it from here.
Congrats to Byron and Stephan for great all round performances.
Thanks JP Rosseau and Juan Mirfin for coming to support.
Stand out Figures
Byron Hickman 68 and 1/22 in seven
Stephan Van Dyk 39 and 2/15 in seven
Kevin Kruger 2/23 in five
Shiraz 2/30 in six
Robert 2-2 in 0.4
Uncle Vern 3*
REPORT COMPILED BY: ROB SETON RODGERS

3 ‘A’ MCC DE BOYZ XI vs St Agustines CC played Away
A good win against last year’ s 3A Champs. Unfortunately no match report received
at time of publishing.

Ladies Promotional League MCC XI vs Primrose CC played away
LADIES CONTINUE TO IMPRESS

Millies ladies winning the toss and taking the ball in hand first. Nita and Lee Anne
opening and sharing the load for the first seven, but made inroads and had Primrose
19/3. Nita bowling out with 4-1-9-1 and Lee-Anne after 3 had 3-0-11-2.
Henriette with her spin came in for a tad of disrespect and after 3 overs had 1/14.
A lengthy 5th wicket partnership was building, 6 overs of it, but Millies eventually pulled
back and claimed the 5th with a wicket maiden from Skipper Robyn – 56/5.
Marietjie went for 6 runs in her second, but Robyn showed class in her second bagging
two sticks in an over. Ending with 2 – 2 – 0 – 3, meet that stats!
Primrose 69/8 in their 20 overs.
Marietjie and Lee-Ann, stride out to seek the 70 needed.
A four and two for Marietjie off over 1, continued with another 6 runs in second over and
these ladies wanted to get back to the Golf day.
Lee- Ann bowled for 11, Marietjie to be joined by Henriette who punished one four and
eventually being dismissed caught behind from a padded shot…….!
Birthday Girl Susan walks tall to the wicket to conclude proceedings, but unfortunately
gets bowled. Scores tied, drinks to be taken……!
Kyllie joining Marietjie eventually wrap the game up and take the point’s home.

REPORT COMPILED BY: COACH CRAIG

(A fantastic afternoon Ladies, good spirit, great cricket and yes loads of work still
to do! Let’s try for another two fixtures and go into the completion of half season
in the top half of the league – You guys ROCK!)
Until next week…………….
From the Boundary Rope was edited by Coach Craig
Thanks for the respective input from the roaming reporters / skippers.
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